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Abstract- A new way to model a CDMA-system appljing
relaling is proposed in this paper. This method makes it

possible to compare directly the performance o l relaying. The
outage probability, which represents the abilitr of the users to
reach the base Station, is chosen as criteria to compare the
system with and wjthout relajing , The model k based on the
single mode air interface WCDMA FDD with a two-hop relay.
When relaying is applied, the simulation results show that even
by using the single mode FDD the uplink capacity is
significantly improved by 82%. Also a new relay node selection
strategy is propcsed and the results show how important it is to
choose appropriately the relay node. And finally, different
scenarios of relaying are simulated to show when or when it is
not better to apply rclajing.

I. INTRODUCTION
In a CDMA system, all users interfere with each others.
Therefore the CDMA system is interference Iimited. The
users, which suffer from a strong shadow effect or because
they are far away from the BS, need more power to reach the
latter. In this case, theses users may transmit at their
maximum allowed power without satisfjmg their Quality of
Service. Therefore, this would leave some mobiles out of the
system and also create too much interference to the
neighboring cells.
One-way to counter this problem and therefore to improve
the capacity would be to increase the numbers of BS. But this
solution cannot be efficient as it increases significantly the
network infkastructure cost, Another way to improve the
capacity is a system applying relaying [I]. This means using
other existing terminals located between the originating
terminal and the BS for the purpose of retransmitting the
original packet. With this process, the users at the boundaries
of the cells will need less power to reach the relay station than
to reach the BS and therefore create less interference to the
neighboring cells, hence improving the capacity.
In the last few years, there has been a great interest in
cellular networks applying relaying. First, ODMA
(Opportunity Driven Multiple Access), which i s an inteIligent
protocol that sits upon a radio sub-system that support
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relaying, was proposed. One node relays its packets through
others nodes by using ODMA with a separate unpaired
spectrum band and the node the closer to the BS sends the
packet by using the TD/CDMA-FDD mode [11. The A d Hac
GSM cellular system adds the relay capability to a second
generation GSM network to enhance the system coverage [2].
The i C A R system can eficiently balance traffic toads between
cells by using fixed relay station to relay trafic [3].
The system proposed in this paper is based on a two-hop
reIay cellular network. In this work, the relay stations are the
mobile station non-communicating with the BS. The positive
point of using MS as reIay is with a great number of users in
the system, a MS has more chance to choose an appropriate
MS relay. With fixed relay station, the users far away may
have difficulties to reach the fixed relay station. If a MS
reIays its packet through another MS, it can considerably
decrease the battery of the MS relay. One solution to this
problem would be to employ cars or taxi as relay station,
since they have infinite battery. In this system, the air
interface WCDMA FJID is used for the two hops. With the
current technology this is not apphable, because wireless
terminals cannot transmit and receive in the same frequency
band in the mode FDD. However some changes can be made
at the hardware of the mobile, like using twwduplexer, in
order to apply it in the single mode FDD. Also it can be
interesting to see if the capacity is improved even by using a
single mode, which is the worse case, because each hop
interferes with each other. Section II describes the system
model proposed. Section III explains the different schemes to
model relaying. The results are shown in section IV. And
finally, a conclusion is given in section V.
D. MULTI-HOP
BASED CELLULAR NETWORKS

A . System description
The Figure 1 (a) and (b) depict the scenario of the simulation
model. The Figure l(a) shows the MS active and non-active
in a single cell without relaying. The MS active are sending
continuously data information to the BS. With relaying,
different M5 role are identified such as:
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M O (Mobile Originator/Outage), which have a weak link
with the BS.

MI (Mobile Intermediate), which can reach the BS.
MS non-active, which are mobile not sending data to the
BS.
With the same location for all the users, the MOs look for a
MS non-active to relay their information, see Fig. 1 (b). In
this model, one MS relay can relay only one MO. With this
scenario, at each instant the performance of the system with
and without relaying can directly be compared for the same
position for all users.

relay-BS need to be calculated. As the MIS and the MSs relay
send their signal to the BS they have the same interferers, and
their SIR can be expressed as:

'

where

represent the intracell

interference at the BS i respectively fiom the MI, MS relay
and MO from the same cell.
If the MO U sends its signal to the MS relay r within the
cell of the BS i, its SIR can be expressed as:
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interference at the MS relay r respectively from the MI, MS
relay and MO in the cell of the BS i.
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Fig. 1. Simulation model
B. System model
A MS is in outage if its SIR (Signal-toInterference ratio) is
below a certain threshold. At any time, the SIR of all
MS active can be calculated. If G denote the gain, P denote
the transmitter power and the uplink measured intracell and
and
intercell interference at the BS i are denoted by

I;nleFcellrespectively, the average SIR of user U is:
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MULTI-HOP RELAYING SCHEMES

In this section, three different issues on a two-hop cellular
network are discussed. In the part A, improving the link
between the terminah by applying power control is presented.
The MS relay selection, based on the SIR and the distance, is
discussed in the part E. Finally in part C , possible methods to
reduce the number of relayed MS are discussed.
Power contro! between MS and MS relay
Until nowadays, few have considered in the literature to adapt
the transmit power between two MSs, communicating with
each other. Here, it is considered the case where MO is
capable of adjusting its transmit power according to its
received SIR at the MS relay. A perfect distributed power
control has been modeled for the links between MS and BS
and also between MS and MS relay. The power control
objective between MS and MS relay is similar than traditional
power control algorithms used in CDMA-based cellular
systems. It consists of balancing all the received SIR around
the SIR target value, [4].Power control is performed in
A.

jsi

of

III.

i;

and

'.

A Y
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with N" the number of users that
m#i k-1

belong to the BS in, and M the number of cell in the system.
n, represents the background noise.

If the received SIR of a MS is below its SIR threshold, this
MS is considered in outage. This means that the signal of the
MS is not strong enough to overcome the interference
received by the BS.
In order to compare the two systems, with and without
relaying, the SIR of the links MI-BS, MO-MS relay and MS

subsequent iterations and the transmitter power P:*+') of
each user U is adjusted at iteration n+l according to

p;n+u = __
r pl'"'

Y?
where

y:n) is the measured

(4)

SIR of the link at iteration n and

r is the target SIR for the link.
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B. MS relay selection strategy
The choice of the MS relay is an important issue in multi-hop
cellular networks. In [SI the criteria to determine the routing
is based on minimizing interference. In this paper, a new
algorithm based on the maximum SIR overall and on the
distance between users is introduced. Within a certain range,
each MO will choose the MS non-active With the maximum
SIR overall as a MS relay.

below the SIR-reference. With this process, the SIR of the
MOs not relayed can be increased and theses MO can achieve
the target when relaying is done for onIy the MOs with a SIR
below the SII-reference.

C.1. Relay M S in the overlap area
The figure 2 shows the CDF (Cumulative Distribution
Function) of the distance between me MO and the BS. The
curve shows that most of the MOs are far away from the BS.
70% of the MOs are distant from above 1600m. The MO
cannot counter the loss along the path and reach the BS even
with the maximum power. Not only the signal received at the
BS is weak but also they create a lot of intercell interference
by using their maximum power.

Fig. 2. CDF of distance between MO and 3 s (m)
a) Unly MO
By relaying only the MOs far away from the BS, not only the
intercell interference will decrease but also the SIR of MO not
in the overlap area will increase and some of them may not be
in outage without the need of relaying (see Fig. 3).
b) AIE MS active
There are some MS active in the overlap area, which are
not in outage, but because of a high propagation loss, they
transmit with a great power. Therefore, they create also a lot
of interference to the neighboring cells. These MS active,
even if they are not in outage, can be relayed in order to use
less transmit power and therefore decreasing the intercell
interference. A new scheme is proposed where all the MS
active (in outage and not in outage) in the overlap area are
relayed.

C.2. Reluy MS with SIR < SIR-ref
A final scheme analyzed in this paper, proposes to relay
only the MOs, which have the lowest received SIR. For this, a
new threshoId SIR-reference is defined that is lower than the
SIR target. The idea is to relay only the MOs with a SIR

Fig. 3. Relaying only MO in the overlap area

Iv.

SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Simulation Environment
Cell planning is an important issue when relaying needs to be
implemented in cellular networks. The overlap area between
neighboring cells should be kept to the minimum so that the
system experiences minimum interference. Therefore a link
budget for the vehicular environment, as in 161, is performed
in order to find the most accurate value for the radius of the
cell.
The system modeled includes 19 hexagonal cells of radius
2000m, with BS at the center of the cells employing omni
directional antenna. The MS follow the mobility and the
propagation model as proposed in [7] for the vehicular
environment and for the hard handover case. A new auto
correlated shadowing model in 2 dimensions is modeled
between the MS and the BS, as in [SI. There are no
appropriate path loss models that describe the channel
between MS since a mobile terminal is usually positioned
around head. However, the Lee model, which takes account
the receivers antenna height, is chosen as model 191.
The model is simulated at system level and the simulation has
been run for 10000 iterations. The simulation resuIt is based
on outage probability, which represents the number of MS in
outage over the total number of MS active for each cell. At
the end of the simulation, the outage probability calculated
after each time with and without relaying for the seven
central cells are averaged and compared.
B. Results
I ) PC between MS-MS relay
Figure 4 shows the outage probability with and without
relaying for different number of active users in each cell.
The results show that the outage probability decreases when
relaying is applied. For instance, at 10% of outage
probability, the number of active users supported in the cell
without relaying i s 28 but with relaying (No W) it is 32,
which shows an improvement of 14%. In this case, the MO
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transmit to the MS relay with the same fixed power, which is
the maximum power allowed. Relaying with power control
between MS shows a significant improvement of 32%. For
10% outage probability, the number of users active with
relaying and with power control supported is 37. With power
control between the MS, the MO will transmit with the
minimum power needed to reach its MS relay.

not be able to find a MS relay in that range and will select a
MS relay far away which will lead to high transmission
power. A good compromise has been found to be
approximately 1000m.All MO will be able to find a MS relay
in this range, which is half of the cell radius. For 10 % outage
probability, the number of active users supported in a cell
with the relay selection scheme based on the overall highest
SIR and the distance between the MO and the MS relay is 5 1
(with maximum distance=lOOOm), which leads to a
significant improvement of 82%.

Fig. 4. Outage probability vs. Number of users active per cell
with power control between MSs

2) Interference study
Simulations have been performed to study the intracell and
intercell interference with and without relaying. The
interference ratio (intercelllintrace11 interference) calculated
without relaying is approximately 1.7, which is in agreement
with [IO] for the hard handover case. The intracell
interference is increased from -1 17.2 dB to -116.6 dB when
relaying is applied. With relaying, the MS relay, which relays
the MO, can achieve the target and then send a stronger
signal to the BS than the MO without relaying, which
increase the intracell .interference. On the other hand, since
smaller distances need to be covered when relaying is applied,
the intercell interference is decreased kom -121.1 dB to -123
dB .

3) MS relay selection schemes
A new selection scheme based on highest SIR overall and the
distance between the MO and the MS relay has been tested.
In this algorithm, the MO finds a MS relay within a certain
range and selects the one with the highest SIR for the t w e
hop relay. Figure 5 shows the outage probability without
relaying, with relaying based on the highest SIR overall
without range and with different allowed ranges (maximum
distance) of 500m, lOOOm and 1500m. This figure shows a
significant improvement when the relay selection scheme is
based on the maximum SIR and distance. When the
maximum distance to find a MS relay is set to 1500m,the
MO can easily find a MS relay in this range but the distance
is still too large in order for the system to operate efficiently.
With the maximum distance set to 500m, the entire MO may

Fig, 5. Outage probability vs. Number of users active per cell
with different range to find a MS relay
4 ) Relaying only MO in the overlap area
Figure 6 shows the outage probability in terms of the number
of active users without relaying, with relaying all MS active
in the overlap area, with relaying only MO that are in the
overlap area, with relaying only MO with SIRCSIR-reference
and with relaying all MO.
The results show that the performance is better when
relaying is performed for all the MO, and not only the MO in
the overlap area.For instance for 10%outage probability, the
numbers of active users in a cell with relaying only MO in the
overlap area is 33, but with relaying all MO it's 51. There are
some MO close to the BS that achieve communication
without relaying because the intercell interference is
decreased but not all of them since the intracell interference is
increased with relaying.
The radius of the circle that defines the overlap area is an
important factor. The bigger the circle is, the less relaying
will be performed and the outage probability with relaying
only MO in the overlap area will be equal to the outage
probability without relaying. But the smaller is the circle, the
more relaying will be performed and the outage probability
with only MO relaying in the overlap area will be equal to the
outage probability with relaying.
Even if the performance is better with relaying for all MO,
it may be interesting to model these schemes in a system
where the signaling overhead is included in the simulation.
Since the overhead will increase with relaying, the capacity of
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a system may not improve if the overhead is too high, as
shown in [ 111. Therefore, the system designer can select only
some MO to relay.
5 ) Relaying all MS active in the overlap
Figure 6 shows that the outage probability when relaying all
active MS is higher than the outage probability when relaying
all the MOs. The performance is worse because some active
MS which are not in outage may use a higher overall transmit
power with relaying than a direct link without relaying. Also
one of the MS active-MS relay or MS relay-BS links can fail
which leads to this active MS to go into outage whereas it was
not in outage with a direct link.

6) Relaying only MO niih SIR < SIR-ref
The results in Fig. 6. show that the best performance is
obtained when all the MO are relayed. It is interesting to
observe that the outage probability when relaying is applied
for the MO with SIR below the reference SIR is less than
when relaying is applied to the MO in the overlap area. Some
MO that are close to the BS but exhibit very low SIR cannot
achieve the target. But relaying MO with a small SIR can
increase the SIR of the MOs not relayed with a SIR close to
the target. This means the Signal-to-Interference is a better
criterion than distance.

Fig. 7. CDF of the MOs not relayed

,

V. CONCLUSION
The results showed that relaying could significantly improve
the capacity even by using the single mode FDD for the twohop relay. A new scheme to choose the most appropriate relay
has been proposed. This latter emphasized the importance of
the relay node selection strategy. Different aspects of relaying
integrated to cellular systems were discussed and their
advantages demonstrated. It was shown that a combination of
these proposed techniques such as applying power control
between two MS, a routing seIection based on both SIR and
distance and finally relaying a11 the MOs can provide a
capacity gain up to 8 2 8 .
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